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Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama

58 Leaders interviewed

NOT ONLY ARE GREAT LEADERS FIRST AND FOREMOST
GOOD HUMAN BEINGS, VLATKA’S EXCELLENT BOOK
HUMANE CAPITAL EXPLAINS LOUD AND CLEAR HOW THIS
CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO HIGH-PERFOMANCE
ORGANIZATIONS AND ABOVE AVERAGE RETURN. POSSIBLY
THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU COULD EVER MAKE.

272,000 words of
interview transcripts
35 case studies

Paul Polman, CEO Unilever, Vice-Chair of the Board of the United Nations Global Compact
Despite decades of research and evidence, there is still extreme scepticism that businesses can
combine a more humane style of management with superior shareholder returns, or that busy
managers can be guided effectively by both their heads and their hearts. Vlatka Hlupic has spent
20 years investigating this paradox, developing an insightful critique of why such strong evidence
has had limited impact and providing an alternative, practical approach that any employer can
implement in order to overcome the unique challenges faced by their organizations.
A clear correlation exists between companies that do well and companies that are good – that is
to say, organizations that promote goodwill internally and externally, working proactively with
stakeholders, employees, society and customers to achieve those goals. While a 'bad' company
can do well, its success is unlikely to be sustainable; Humane Capital explores the steps that
businesses need to take in order to become a ‘good’ organization that can achieve long-term
results.
Supported by insights from interviews with 58 leading thinkers and practitioners in the field,
Humane Capital argues for a radical reassessment of current business models. Using stories of
managers from both the private and public sectors who have been effective in making the
transition, Hlupic shows how successful leaders have moved their organizations from controlled
and orderly to enthusiastic and collaborative – and shows how current leaders and managers can
do the same.
Vlatka Hlupic is an international award-winning thought leader. She is Professor of Business and
Management at the University of Westminster, Visiting Professor at Birkbeck University of London,
a consultant for Saїd Business School and a global faculty member of FT/IE Corporate Learning
Alliance. Vlatka is also a founder and CEO of The Management Shift Consulting Ltd and the
Drucker Society London. She has won numerous international awards for her work on The
Management Shift® approach and was voted one of the Most Influential Thinkers in the world in
2015, 2016 and 2017 by HR Magazine.
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